Thresholds for the detection of the direction of whole-body, linear movement in the horizontal plane.
Thresholds for the detection (at p = 0.67 correct) of the direction of discrete linear movements in the horizontal plane, having a cosine bell velocity trajectory and duration of 3 s, were determined in 24 subjects. Thresholds in the Z body axis (mean 0.154 m X s-2) were significantly higher than thresholds for movement in the X (mean 0.063 m X s-2) and Y (mean 0.057 m X s-2) body axes. In 8 subjects, X axis acceleration threshold was found to increase as a monotonic function of stimulus duration over the range 0.98 to 6.96 s and exhibited similar frequency-dependent characteristics to thresholds for the detection of continuous oscillatory stimuli. This finding implies that the sensory system mediating the transduction and perception of liminal, whole-body linear movement is sensitive to a combination of the acceleration and rate change of acceleration (jerk) of the motion stimulus, and has similar dynamics to the "irregular" sensory receptors of the otolith organs.